AVEVA Teamwork

Performance support and collaboration for industry

AVEVA Teamwork is the performance support application in the cloud that is empowering workers at organizations to learn, solve problems and share knowledge from their workstations.

Teamwork combines digital content, skills management and communication features into a single, worker-centered application to support the unique needs of the plant floor. The result is a continuously updated knowledge base of best practices and training content, automatically shared with the workers who need them, across shifts and global operations.
30% improvement in production start and changeover
55-72% reduction in equipment downtime
15-40% Reduction in training time and costs for new operators

Post
Important production events and issues

Resolve
Collaborate to solve problems

Capture
Best practices and solutions to problems

Share
Make work instructions accessible

Train
Skills, certifications and compliance

- **Standardize work instructions**: Centralize a global knowledge base of procedures.
- **Manage workforce skills**: Deliver and track training programs to ensure maximum coverage and versatility.
- **Troubleshoot and solve problems**: Send out calls for help and empower operators to solve problems quickly.
- **Support daily operations**: Share important updates across shifts, departments and plants.

- **Software as a Service**
- **iOS Mobile App**
- **Multimedia centric**
- **Secure by design**
- **ISO compliance**
- **Multi-language**
- **Integrations to OT and IT systems**

To learn more, please contact your AVEVA representative or visit us online at aveva.com/en/products/aveva-teamwork